
Capgemini defines roadmap for a large bank in North America to effectively streamline 
content for improved brand association
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One of the major challenges faced by this banking client was their disconnected customer base across intranet and 
internet websites due to inconsistent branding. The bank was losing out on revenue due to lack of personalized content, 
absence of social media channels and a non-existent multi-channel content delivery platform. The bank’s in-house content 
management system that operated across the business was hurting the bottom-line figures through increased maintenance 
and support costs. Their current content management system required IT intervention even for minimal changes. 
Additionally, the tedious and time-consuming content entry process increased the time to market for various products.  

Capgemini defined business objectives in discussion with key business and IT stakeholders of the bank. A roadmap for 
implementation, rollout and new platform onboarding suited for short to long-term business timelines was defined. 
Content operations was handled for onboarding of business divisions onto the new Adobe content management platform. 
A well-defined processes for content authoring/publishing was implemented with round the clock support and functionality 
enhancements. This effectively reduced the time to market and improved the bank’s overall brand perception amongst the 
customers. 
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• Increased maintenance and support cost
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• Increased time to market

• Adobe Experience Manager 
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About Capgemini

Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their business by harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday by its purpose 
of unleashing human energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is a responsible and diverse organization of over 350,000 team members in more than 50 
countries. With its strong 55-year heritage and deep industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth of their business needs, from strategy and design 
to operations, fueled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud, data, AI, connectivity, software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2021 global revenues of 
€18 billion.
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